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“If you write for everyone, no one reads it”
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INTRODUCTION
There are three drivers behind taking a sector based approach to your marketing;
1. Improved client satisfaction
2. Improved margin
3. Improved partner / manager fulfilment
This paper is split into two sections;
•
•

Part 1 The drivers behind sector based approach marketing and practices
Part 2 How to achieve a sector based approach

CONTRIBUTORS
Many thanks to the following contributors;
•
•
•
•
•

Des Greene - Saffery Champness
Gordon Gilchrist - The 2020 Group
Martin Langan - Legal Matters
Viv Williams - Symphony Group
Simon De-Lacy Adams - Lovewell Blake
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HIGHER ‘RETURN ON MARKETING INVESTMENT’ (ROMI). COST TO WIN IS LOWER THAN GENERAL
PRACTICE.
Des Greene at Saffery Champness puts it like this;
“Once established in a market, the returns on marketing investment improve. All sections of the marketing
programme are more efficient; opt-in for correspondence, speaker opportunities, awards, attendees to events,
success at tenders, interest in new services and ideas and more, all have greater resonance with clients and
prospective clients.”
• Email open rates improve
• More introductions because you are a safe bet
• Speaker opportunities are easier to secure
• Closure rates are higher than general practice
• It is easier to deliver resonant messages
• Prospective clients kindly corral themselves in groups and memberships
• Connections are likely to be in the same industry, making referrals easier
• If you take up a position on a sector based board, your prospects can easily see you
HIGHER MULTIPLES WHEN SELLING THE PRACTICE
The main drivers of sale value are;
•
•
•

Profit
Predictability
Ease of integration

Gordon Gilchrist at 2020 Innovation says;
“One of the best multiples gained in recent times for the sale of a practice was 1.65 x fees. All the clients were
in one market and interestingly there were three interested buyers. We also recently had a practice with £2m
of fees and had outgrown the owner. They very easily sold off £500k worth of medical clients”
When buying a practice, the risks surrounding integration and fallout of clients are important considerations,
somewhat negated by clawback. However clawback never really compensates for the huge cost of time and
effort. Hence a premium is paid for certainty and ease of integration.
Sector based practices tick those two boxes admirably.
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“IF YOU CAN AUTOMATE IT, THEN YOU CAN SPEND MORE TIME
ON WHAT CLIENTS VALUE - WHICH IS THEM”
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PRODUCTION COSTS FALL DUE TO IMPROVED WORKFLOW MANAGEMENT.
Martin Langan from Legalmatters and Legal Workflow offers this opinion;
“Working in niche markets with predictable requirements and outcomes, allows for far more precise work flow
management. There are two ramifications of streamlining legal and accountancy processes. The client gets a
better service and the supplier gets an improved margin. So when we say we can concentrate our efforts on
communication with introducers and clients, we mean it. Moreover, we enjoy our work more, because we
spend time with the people we are there to serve and all the feedback we receive tells us that they really
appreciate it.
“By and large, our SME clients buy audit / accounts and tax compliance and now and again something else.
We have five main service lines, all our sector based clients buy multiple services and the tech clients by and
large buy everything, bookkeeping / payroll / management accounts (business services), financial services,
tax planning and consultancy (normally growth for funding and sale). They trust us because we can go deeper,
quicker and give an opinion.”
> % OF CLIENT PURSE
One of our clients offers the following;
“Lawyers with a deep understanding of an industry, whether it be logistics, technology, healthcare, pharma
etc. have a distinct advantage when it comes to cross serving their clients. The partners service expertise may
well be property, employment or litigation but because they know an industry well, their clients trust their
opinions and seek them out on matters far and wide, allowing the partner to listen, understand and introduce
his own experts, invariably from their own practice”.
Viv Williams Symphony Group

% OF CLIENTS PURSE OR RANGE OF SERVICES BOUGHT

1 Service
2 services
3 services
4 services
5 services

SME

Manufacturing

Retail

Dental

Tech
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IT’S EASIER TO BUILD TRUST IN A SECTOR

TRUST = Rapport x Credibility
Risk

RAPPORT

CREDIBILITY RAISERS

RISK REDUCERS

• Know people they
know
• More insightful
questions
• Alternatives which
others like them use
• Details on their
business

•
•
•
•
•

• All the credibility raisers
• Fixed fees / guarantees
• Social validation
(Herd mentality)

Tomb stones
Case studies
Sitting on the board
White papers
In the press
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CLIENTS ARE MORE STICKY
• They buy a greater range of services
• Your specialism is a barrier to competitor entry
Viv Williams - Symphony Group says;
“Experts in industries are trusted by their clients and are regularly sought after on matters far and wide. A
consequence of this interaction on a consultative level is that clients buy a greater range of services. Making
the client more loyal and raising the average client value. Undoubtedly the service provision within your practice
needs to be of the same high level as the expert. Traditionally this has been a problem, with partners sometimes
unwilling to recommend their partners. Recently as law firms take on more corporate practices with quality
controls, client KPIs etc. there has been a move to own more of their clients’ legal purse”.
CREATING A SECTOR CHAMPION OR HERO IS GREAT FOR THE PRACTICE
Give your managers a sector project and watch them mature.
Roots to grow, wings to fly.
• Its their fiefdom and their pride
• Senior partners are less likely to get in the way
• New techniques abound
• The force of nature turns them into sales people
So why is this good for the practice?
• Others see the light
Gordon Gilchrist often talks about ‘creating champions’;
“You need a champion in the practice to make a specialism
work and a champion needs a specialism to make them succeed.”
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“IF YOU want to go somewhere it’s best to find
someone who has already been there”

“It’s easier to listen to someone who speaks
the same language”
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MORE SALE MANDATES FOR YOUR PRACTICE

I have a client with 190+ clients in the same industry. All of them have fees in excess of £5,000 per annum.
The average, excluding one offs is £8,300. It is a very simple business.
She knows all the experts in the market; banks who want to fund, all the consultants, the SaaS suppliers, the
accountants, the lawyers, even the right property consultants.
Whenever clients, and now non-clients want to buy or sell, they invariably go to her. In most years there are
in excess of 15 deals at about £20k each.
Depending on the market there seems to be a critical mass. In my clients’ case it came at about 40 clients. At
that stage mandates jumped from 1 or less a year to 3-4. Interestingly mandates do not necessarily come
from the client base. Once you are known in a sector, non-clients seek you out as well.
ITS GREAT BEING VERY GOOD AT SOMETHING
Simon De-Lacy Adams partner at Lovewell Blake. A superb accountant, much loved and valued by his clients.
He says;
“Serving our clients through specialist markets has for a very long time been a thrust of the strategy at
Lovewell Blake. Client satisfaction is at the heart of it. If you consider today’s professional services
landscape, much of our traditional process work is automated and the lower level advice is available on the
internet. For our clients to be truly happy with our service, we must offer great process management and
something different that they value and cannot get elsewhere. A deep understanding of all the issues,
solutions, people, available technology and legislation within their sector makes a tangible difference.
In marketing terms I understand sector specialisms create barriers to entry and differentiators. However
from both a pragmatic and personal point of view, I find that my knowledge of a sector helps build trust and
a bond with my clients that they value and makes my work truly fulfilling and thoroughly enjoyable.”
IS THERE A RISK?
Not to marketing
Not to the practice
If your strategy is one sector, then there’s a risk. That’s your choice.
My proposal only goes as far as taking a sector approach to
your marketing, rather than a bias to one sector.

If you would like to discuss any points or would
like some help on how to make your marketing
more fruitful, then call me on
01392 247200 or email peter@chartdev.co.uk
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• Twitter messages to landing pages
• LinkedIn posts and messages
• Email
• Post
• Phone
• Events
o Your event
o Others events
• Youtube
• Affiliates
• Training
• Speaker opportunities
• Hospitality
• Phone

CONTENT DELIVERED VIA CHANNELS
TO CREATE PROSPECTS

• Trade associations and governing bodies
• Professionals; accountants, lawyers, etc.
• Event organisers
• Circuit speakers

Introducers

• Databases of prospective clients
• For example all Care Home Groups
• With emails, phone number and named executives

Direct

• #yourspecialism (get followers)
• LinkedIn sector groups
• Related industry groups. For example an accountant
might join a sector specific accounting software group
• Sector Blogs (trade magazines)

Online Groups

PHONE ONLY

Prospects are converted
to leads via face to face
meetings only. Use the
PHONE not email they are too
valuable to lose.

Lead Created

Business Development takes over

MARKETING YOUR SECTOR EXPERTISE

The Channels should be specific and where possible measurable
such as online groups, email and phone databases. Examples include;

CONTENT NEEDS TO BE IN VARIOUS FORMATS
• Video
• Info-graphic
• Written
• Spoken
• Slide share

CONTENT TO ATTRACT AND RAISE CREDIBILITY
• Tombstones deals we’ve done in the industry
• Case studies use pictures as well as words
• Legislative changes the threat and the solution
• Benchmarking
• Awards
• Immediate content
o I’m at or going to an event
o My thoughts on a recent event
o Interesting downloads from an event
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Message with link to collateral Long tail posts, etc on staged
every 2 weeks. Chat to them
topics

Staged

Link and connect at least with all
the introducers

LinkedIn

Follow up and cold calls
immediately. You must not delay

Phone/nurture

PHONE ONLY

Leads / Face to Face
meetings will be created.
Stick at it. Nothing ,unless you
are lucky, will be converted in
the first quarter.

Business Development / nurturing
takes over

Email every 2 weeks. Ensure
landing pages are involved

Email

Channels continuous budget £1,000 - £2,000 a month

Follow all those on the database

Twitter

• Tec Cos that fit your criteria
• The introducers / multipliers
• Lawyers
• Accountants
• Transfer agents
• Consultants
• Bank sector teams
• Etc

BUY / CREATE 2 DATABASES
BUDGET £400+

A SIMPLE PLAN TO WIN TEC CLIENTS

Preparation

Introducers

These can be written, animations, videos or slide
shares

• PDF to explain your expertise possibly with a
case study
•3 x tax
• Keeping key staff
•R&D
• VAT on overseas transactions
• Raising finance for growth
• Valuing a Tec Co

CREATE / PREPARE 8 OR SO PIECES OF
COLLATERAL, FOR EXAMPLE;

CHOOSE YOUR SECTOR
FOR EXAMPLE SME TECH COS
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A GUIDE TO SOME POINTS ON THE INFOGRAPHICS
DATABASES
Databases of prospects / introducers can be a huge asset when managed well. Do not rely on
data you buy to be accurate. It will need cleaning / verifying.
Data on introducers is essential as you will run a programme of content to encourage them to
understand the issues in the market.
For inspiration, look at the Pharma and Life Sciences piece under Creating a Champion later.
COLLATERAL THAT PEOPLE VALUE
• BENCHMARKING REPORTS
Reports such as the Kreston report into Academies, have a huge effect on brand recognition. 		
Years ago Baker Tilly ran an annual AIM survey. It was actually anticipated by the prospects and
became a shoe in for lead generation.
• OPINIONS ON CHANGES IN LEGISLATION.
Taking a sector based approach to wide legislative changes such as Brexit are fine. However more
interesting to sectors are the relevant changes in their industry. Your take on a SORP, or for
example, the impact of EU Legislation on room sizes in Care Homes, can have real resonance
with a non-client. You don’t have to say you are an expert, they believe you.
• TAX FOR THE SECTOR.
Tax really makes people listen. If you are able to spin a story around your expertise in a sector
that holds water, you will find it a powerful marketing tool. Hard for marketing departments as
they will have to bleed the information out of tax partners.
• TOMBSTONES
Deals done in their sector and their implicit understanding of all that is going on in a market are a
useful tool to start a conversation. Tombstones imply a wealth of valuable knowledge; multiples
gained, funders, vendors, purchasers, leading consultants etc. that an owner / FD finds it difficult
to ignore.
• AWARDS
If I tell you I’m great, you can doubt it. If an unimpeachable source tells you I’m great, you believe
it.
• CASE STUDIES
The trite old quote from a client is okay. A list of twenty quotes from named clients is fantastic.
With one or two of them showing a detailed study of how your practice made a difference.
POSITIONS OF AUTHORITY IN THE MARKET
People are persuaded by authority. Chair of X & Local member etc. You must ensure that your
position is advertised. For an excellent example, see Andrew Penketh’s biography on the CCW
site. If you don’t know Andrew, he is the most sought after auditor and advisor to defined benefit
pension schemes, a real expert.
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CHANNELS
I will only look at some of the channels you might not be familiar with.
• ONLINE
- AFFILIATES
Where others promote your service online and you pay them per lead. Widely used in the B to C
market. You will have experienced searching online, going to a website, clicking on a link and
finding yourself at another site. The original site gets a commission. This process is now seamless
and starting to be employed in the B to B market.
- SPECIALIST LANDING PAGES
A landing page is a mini website, often around a specific topic. Optimised around key phrases.
With a download that requires some sort of opt-in. They are relatively easy to create, some
businesses will put up ten’s, even hundreds of them around a topic to catch traffic or drive
people to their service.
- AUTHORITY SITES
These could be sector specific sites. For example Cloudaccountant.today. is a reference site for
accountants who are attracting online clients. Therefore SaaS suppliers who want to market to
cloud accountants will guest post and advertise etc. on the site.
• OFFLINE
- USER GROUPS
Bringing together clients from similar industries, on a local basis, can be a hard pill for some
professionals to swallow, but does lead to some extraordinary outcomes. It’s hard because one
of the functions of a user group is to be critical of your output. The main benefit is improved
client satisfaction, by-products are increased word of mouth and differentiators.
- EVENTS
I mention events here because they are relatively badly played by many. If you tick all the
following boxes then you are a star;
o Ensure you have a process to capture peoples data with permission and, if possible, where
		
they fit in your pipeline
o Pre-event social media and emails (if you can get the attendee list).
		
• Invite people (email and phone) to your stand, to lunch, to coffee
		
• Tweet that you are going
o During the event keep the info flowing, Twitter.
o Post event follow up to create leads seems to be the forgotten tactic.
		
• Message on your synopsis of the event
		
• Call people, they are happy to talk. You must isolate whether they are a prospect or
		
not.
o If you are exhibiting, ensure you have something eye catching.
o If speaking, especially if it’s only for a few minutes, make sure it’s memorable, funny is good.
		
Gamification / a competition seems to get people going. Remember it’s a show not
		
an information dump.
o Remember to network with all the other sponsors/stands. Learn from them, they are after
		
the same clients as you.
Remember the most margin lost on events is through poor post event follow up
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FINALLY, CREATING A CHAMPION
Someone needs to take on the responsibility of the sector. One of our legal clients (130 partners)
had tried unsuccessfully to build a Pharmaceuticals and life Sciences sector. The job had been
given to the marketing department who had badged the specialism onto the practice, sent
emails, a bit of press etc. all the standard stuff. The plan didn’t really work and fizzled out. The
game changer stepped up. A junior litigation partner who persuaded the powers that be to let
him corral all their Pharma and Life Sciences clients under him.
The following was how he set about his plan;
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

o A complete understanding of the current clients and services they bought
o Database of top 100 Pharma and Life Sciences plus 300 others
o Database of all accountants who worked for those clients
o Database of all editors and press officers in the market
o Database of all US pharma and life sciences with European subs
o Database of all Pharma and Life Sciences UK events
o Website slightly upgraded to show the specialism with a range of partners but importantly
showing that there was a head of Pharma and Life Sciences
o A full content, contact and education plan

It worked a treat, it is now 9 years in and part of one of the UKs top 20 practices. One of the most exciting
parts of this success has been the range of services bought by the clients.

If you would like to know more about how Chartered Developments could help
your business then please contact Peter Rosenwald.

8 Kew Court, Pynes Hill,
Rydon Lane,
Exeter EX2 5AZ

01392 247200

peter@chartdev.co.uk

